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Abstract. Motivation: The existing synteny block reconstruction algorithms use anchors (e.g.,
orthologous genes) shared over all genomes to construct the synteny blocks for multiple genomes.
This approach, while efficient for a few genomes, cannot be scaled to address the need to construct
synteny blocks in many mammalian genomes that are currently being sequenced. The problem is
that the number of anchors shared among all genomes quickly decreases with the increase in the
number of genomes. Another problem is that many genomes (plant genomes in particular) had
extensive duplications, which makes decoding of genomic architecture and rearrangement analysis in
plants difficult. The existing synteny block generation algorithms in plants do not address the issue
of generating non-overlapping synteny blocks suitable for analyzing rearrangements and evolution
history of duplications.
Results: In this paper we present a new synteny block generation algorithm based on the ABruijn graph framework that overcomes these difficulties. We applied our algorithm to derive nonoverlapping synteny blocks in Arabidopsis thaliana. We also generalized this approach to synteny
block generation for multiple genomes. The algorithm was applied to human-mouse-rat-dog-chicken
genomes and it is able to recover synteny blocks missed by algorithms requiring 5-way anchors.

1. Introduction. Plant genomes exhibit an unusually large proportion of duplicated regions. In particular, up to 70% of all plant species have polyploid origin [2].
Many plant genomes are believed to be the result of extensive duplications followed
by mutations, gene losses, and rearrangements [3, 4, 5]. The large number of duplications makes decoding of genomic architecture and rearrangement analysis in plants
difficult. In particular, segmental duplications represent a major obstacle to reconstruction of synteny blocks (i.e., conserved regions across the genomes), resulting in
relatively few published results on synteny blocks in plant genomes as compared to
vertebrate genomes (and especially to mammalian genomes) where segmental duplications are less prevalent and can therefore be largely ignored while constructing
synteny blocks.1 It is estimated that segmental duplications account for less than
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1 For example, in the human genome, segmental duplications are usually represented as a set of
pairwise alignments that are masked out in the synteny block generation algorithms.
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10% of the human genome [6, 7] and 2.9% of the mouse genome [8]. By contrast, in
plant genomes, duplications are prevalent (e.g., duplications account for more than
70% of the Arabidopsis thaliana genome [5]), and ignoring duplicated regions would
render a synteny block analysis meaningless. This represents an intrinsic difficulty in
constructing synteny blocks in plant genomes.
From an algorithmic perspective, the problems of finding synteny blocks between
two genomes and duplicated blocks are very similar. In fact, finding synteny blocks of
multiple genomes can be converted into the problem of finding duplicated (or multicopy) blocks within a single genome by concatenating the multiple genomes in an
arbitrary order. This illustrates the challenge one faces while reconstructing synteny
blocks in multiple mammalian genomes: indeed this problem is not unlike the difficult
and still poorly addressed problem of reconstructing the synteny blocks in highly duplicated plant genomes. In the past, this problem of reconstructing synteny blocks in
k mammalian genomes was addressed by constructing k-way anchors shared between
all genomes [9]. However, this approach is limited to small k since with the growing
number of genomes, the number of k-way anchors sharply decreases. The disappearing k-way anchors may lead to disappearing synteny blocks. Short synteny blocks
(which are important in studies of chromosome evolution [10, 9]) are particularly vulnerable to this effect. In this paper, we propose a unified approach to synteny block
reconstruction for two or multiple genomes, synteny block reconstruction for genomes
with large duplications, and duplicated block reconstruction within a genome.
A typical synteny block generation algorithm takes as an input a set of alignment
anchors (i.e., local alignments or pairs of similar genes) between two genomes (or
two copies of the same genome) and outputs a set of synteny blocks (or duplicated
blocks) that cover (without overlaps) most of each participating genome. As a result,
each genome is represented as a shuffled sequence of the constructed synteny blocks
that enables further rearrangement analysis of the genomes (e.g., computing the rearrangement distance between them). For two genomes, most existing synteny blocks
generation algorithms employ a 2-dimensional genomic dot-plot where two genomes
(or two copies of the same genome) are placed along the axes on the plane and their
alignment anchors are represented as dots (Fig. 1.1(a)). These algorithms further
decompose the dot-plot into a collection of “long” diagonal-like segments constituting 2-D synteny blocks (Fig. 1.1(b)). The conventional (1-D) synteny blocks for each
genome can be obtained as projections of the 2-D synteny blocks onto a corresponding axis (Fig. 1.1(b)). The notions of 2-dimensional dot-plots and synteny blocks
generalize to k-dimensions when there are k genomes. This simple description hides a
number of computational details that make the problem of synteny block generation
non-trivial [11]. In particular, it was demonstrated in [12] that some synteny block
generation algorithms may produce biologically inadequate results and emphasized
the important differences between 2-D and 1-D synteny blocks.
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Fig. 1.1. (a) Genomic dot-plot between human (x axis) and mouse (y axis) X chromosomes for all 714 orthologous gene pairs represented in Ensembl. Each dot represents a pair
of “similar” genes between the two species. (b,c) Synteny blocks in 2-D (diagonals) and 1-D
(vector arrow along x or y axis) produced by (b) GRIMM-Synteny [13] and (c) AB-Synteny.
Each color represents a synteny block (duplication in the concatenated genome). (d) A-Bruijn
graph after simplifications (with symmetrical nodes/edges removed). Edges are red (human),
blue (mouse), and black (transition edge from human to mouse). Synteny blocks of (c) are
illustrated as parallel pairs of red+blue edges in (d), but are actually single edges of multiplicity 2 in the A-Bruijn graph. Single red or blue edges represent breakpoint regions between
blocks of one genome. (e,f ) Transformation of A-Bruijn graph to breakpoint graph of [14].
The dashed edge hm in (d) is split and replaced by edges h2 and m1 in (e). The A-Bruijn
graph has a transition edge hm between the genomes, while the breakpoint graph joins the
beginning of each genome to the same start vertex (by edges h1 in human and m1 in mouse)
and the end of each genome to the same end vertex (by edges h2 and m2 ). Each synteny
block is given a unique color in (e). Removing the synteny blocks gives the breakpoint graph
(f ).
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Nadeau et al. [15] introduced the notion of conserved segments defined as segments with preserved gene orders without disruption by rearrangements. The early
study of conserved segments were mainly based on comparative genetic maps [16,
17, 18]. In contrast, genomic sequences reveal substantially more rearrangements
including micro-rearrangements (i.e., relatively short rearrangements) that were invisible in mapping data, requiring new algorithms to adequately deal with microrearrangements. Waterston et al. [19] and Pevzner et al. [11] described two approaches
to synteny block generation, that produce similar results. Yet another approach based
on syntenic chains and nets was proposed by [20]. There are many other studies describing different methods of “synteny block” generation [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. While these approaches proved to be adequate for small sets of
mammalian genomes,2 and in some cases prokaryotic genomes, they do not particularly address issues that stem from extensive duplications in plant genomes. In the
presence of duplications, the 2-D synteny blocks may overlap in 1-D, i.e., along one
of the genomes. A natural way to overcome synteny blocks overlapping in 1-D is to
decompose them into smaller blocks that either do not overlap or overlap entirely in
1-D. As soon as such synteny blocks are constructed, each genome can be represented
as a shuffled sequence of these blocks with some of them appearing in multiple copies.
There are a few previous efforts to generate synteny blocks for genomes with large
duplications. Kellis et al. [33] constructed Doubly Conserved Syntenies (DCS) between
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Kluyveromyces waltii yeast genomes and used them to
argue that the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome underwent a Whole Genome Duplication (WGD) in the course of evolution. Duplicated synteny blocks for the A. thaliana
genome were independently generated by [34] and [5]. Bowers’ construction was done
by connecting two anchors in the dot-plot as soon as the Manhattan distance between
them was less than 20 genes (which is equivalent to GRIMM-Synteny’s gap threshold G = 20 [11]). Then adjacent blocks with the opposite orientation that could be
explained by a local inversion were combined. A gap threshold of 6 genes was used
in [5]3 , resulting in a larger number of duplicated blocks of a shorter average length.
Baldi et al. [35, 36] developed algorithms LineUp and CloseUp that applied statistical methods to generate chromosomal homology (which may overlap even in 2-D, in
contrast to synteny blocks) based on maize mapping data. Haas et al. [37] detects
syntenic or duplicated regions by identifying chains of gene pairs sharing conserved
order between genomic regions. Vandepoele et al. [38] introduced the ADHoRe algorithm to determine synteny blocks (which may overlap in 1-D) between A. thaliana
genome and rice BACs. The improved tool i-ADHoRe combines gene content and
gene order information to detect highly degenerated homology within and between
2 Since

the number of duplications in mammalian genomes is small, the 2-D synteny blocks usually
do not overlap in 1-D.
3 Details of the algorithm in [5] are sketchy.
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genomes [39]. SyMAP was introduced by [40] to identify syntenic chains between Zea
mays, Sorghum bicolor, and Sorghum propinquum FPC maps and the Oryza sativa
genomic sequences. None of the aforementioned studies directly addressed the issue of generating non-overlapping synteny blocks in 1-D, which are more suitable for
analyzing rearrangements and evolution history of duplications.
Pevzner et al. [41] introduced the A-Bruijn graph approach to repeat classification,
representing all repeats in a genome as a mosaic of sub-repeats. Later, A-Bruijn
graphs were also found useful in other problems such as multiple alignment [42],
composite repeat analysis [43], and de novo protein sequencing [44]. In this paper we
demonstrate that the A-Bruijn graph framework can be also applied to the problem of
synteny block generation for genomes with large duplications. Our algorithm produces
non-overlapping synteny blocks in both 2-D and 1-D representations.
By simply concatenating multiple genomes, we can generalize this approach to
synteny block generation for multiple genomes. Previous efforts to generate synteny blocks for k genomes often required k-way alignment anchors, e.g., orthologous
genes present in all k genomes [45]. As k increases, the number of k-way anchors
decreases, making the methods hard to scale. For example, in Ensembl database version 44, there are 14903 one-to-one orthologous human-mouse gene pairs (anchors),
13452 human-mouse-rat anchors, 12359 human-mouse-rat-dog anchors, and only 8735
human-mouse-rat-dog-chicken anchors.4 While missing anchors are allowed in [30]
when constructing conserved segments between multiple genomes, it requires a reference genome to which all other genomes are aligned. Mercator [46] detects cliques
of various sizes to use as potential anchors. While it allows anchors from a subset of
the genomes, it also requires all-vs-all alignments (unless some preprocessing is performed). Our approach is not subject to such constraints as it uses pairwise anchors
as an input, and it does not require a reference genome.
While there is no gold standard to what constitutes “correct” synteny blocks,
all synteny block generation algorithms are parameter-dependent and may produce
different synteny blocks on the same input data. To evaluate the performance of
synteny block generation algorithms, we simulated genomes with large duplications
and known synteny blocks and analyzed how well our algorithm reconstructs the
underlined synteny blocks. We further benchmarked our algorithm on five vertebrate
genomes to reconstruct 5-way syntenys, and on the plant genome A. thaliana to
find duplicated blocks. We compared the results to published syntenys or duplicated
blocks.

4 Note that “anchors” in the context of synteny block generation usually refer to “unique anchors.”
We use the term more loosely in this paper to represent any aligned elements between or within
genomes, where an element may align to one or more other elements.
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Fig. 2.1. (a) Hypothetical sequence with multiple duplications. (b,c) Genomic dot-plot
and the resulting synteny blocks of the sequence with multiple duplications. The 2-D representations overlap in 1-D. (d) Generate A-Bruijn graph of the sequence. (e) A-Bruijn
graph of the sequence. Edges with multiplicity greater than 1 are synteny blocks. Blocks B,
E each have two copies, and C has three copies. The algorithm outputs B,C,E as separate
paths/blocks.

2. Approach. Fig. 2.1(a) shows a hypothetical sequence of genes, resulting from
multiple segmental duplications. In reality, we are given only the resulting genomic
sequence and know nothing about the structure of its segments (marked by the colors
in Fig. 2.1(a)). It is natural to ask what evolutionary events (including rearrangements
and duplications) created the given genomic sequence. Before answering this question,
we need to understand the duplication structure of the given genome, i.e., to represent
it as a sequence of non-overlapping blocks, each of which may appear one or more
times.
The diagonals in Fig. 2.1(b) are what conventional synteny block construction
methods would produce as synteny blocks from the genomic dot-plot of a genome
against itself. Since these blocks overlap along the sequence, the duplication structure is unclear. Ideally, we would like to see diagonals that do not overlap along
the sequence (Fig. 2.1(c)). One natural approach is for every pair of partially overlapped blocks along each axis to cut the overlapping region off these blocks into two
new entirely overlapping blocks. As newly created blocks may partially overlap with
other blocks, to eliminate all such partial overlaps a number of subsequent cuts may
be required. The problem with such an approach, however, is that in some cases
the initial synteny blocks might result in the iterative fragmenting and shrinking of
synteny blocks. While this phenomenon is well known in repeat classification (e.g.,
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the RECON algorithm [47] follows a similar scheme), it has not been addressed yet
in synteny block reconstruction. This simple and seemingly sensible approach does
not work well in complex cases [41]. For example, early attempts to use a similar
approach for constructing “duplication subunits” (analogs of synteny blocks for segmental duplications) failed and new more elaborated techniques were used to resolve
this challenge [48]. While the complexity of synteny reconstruction so far is nowhere
close to the complexity of the repeat analysis, the addition of every new species will
soon make the synteny reconstruction more difficult, thus calling for techniques to
overcome the limits of tools based on iterative splitting. In addition, synteny blocks
(different from repeats) are subject to microrearrangements, thus further complicating
the problem.
Although repeats and duplicated synteny blocks result from different biological
events, they both represent sub-sequences appearing multiple times in the genomes.
Repeats and duplicated synteny blocks differ mostly in length and in the number of
occurrences in the genomes. Therefore, the problem of constructing non-overlapping
synteny blocks for genomes with duplications is similar to the problem of de novo
repeat classification and can be solved accordingly.
The same approach can also be used for generation of synteny blocks across
multiple genomes by simply concatenating them into a single genome. If there are no
duplications in the original genomes, then a k-copy synteny block in the concatenated
genome corresponds to a k-way synteny block of the original genomes.
3. Methods.
3.1. AB-Synteny. Without loss of generality, we will generate synteny blocks
for a single genome: for two or more genomes, we will simply concatenate them to
obtain a combined genomic sequence that will constitute a “single genome” as input to
our synteny block generation algorithm. Suppose that the given genome is represented
as a sequence of elements (base pairs or genes) v1 , v2 , . . . , vn . These elements form
the vertices of a path-graph P where every pair of consecutive vertices vi and vi+1 (for
i = 1, . . . , n− 1) are connected with a directed edge. To obtain an A-Bruijn graph [41]
A from the graph P, one needs to “glue” all vertices of P belonging to the same anchor
into a single vertex (Fig. 2.1(d)). The resulting A-Bruijn graph A inherits all edges
from the path-graph P, counting multiplicity of each edge as its weight, (hence, the
edges in A are weighted and there are no parallel edges (Fig. 2.1(e)).
The A-Bruijn graph A has one source and one sink such that the original genome
can be read along some path from the source to the sink. In practice, it is convenient
to include the inverted sequence of the same genome, representing the reverse DNA
strand, in which case there are two sources and two sinks. Every edge with weight
greater than one corresponds to a syntenic region (i.e., a region that may belong to
at most one synteny block), and its weight gives the number of copies of this syntenic
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region in the genome.
Unfortunately, such an interpretation of the A-Bruijn graph meets a number of
obstacles. Inconsistencies in alignments and tandem duplications may create whirls
(short directed cycles) in A, while gaps in alignments may create bulges (short undirected cycles) in A [41]. As a result, the constructed A-Bruijn graph can be exceedingly complicated. For example, the A-Bruijn graph constructed from A. thaliana
gene pairs has 6394 vertices and 12761 edges. To overcome these difficulties, [41]
suggested a heuristic routine simplifying an A-Bruijn graph, which we partially apply
to the graph A. In the process, we simplify the A-Bruijn graph by substituting every
simple path in the graph by a single edge with its length equal to the length of the
path.
Overall, our synteny block generation algorithm AB-Synteny has the following
parameters (in the corresponding unit, e.g., number of genes if genes are used as
anchors, or number of nucleotides if anchors are sequence alignments):
• the girth g specifies a distance threshold for removing whirls;
• B specifies the threshold for bulge removal;
• L is the block size threshold (minimum number of elements in the blocks);
• G and C are gap and block size thresholds used in pre-processing (to eliminate
noisy anchors from the input data).
AB-Synteny(G, C, g, B, L)
1. For two or more genomes, concatenate all genomes forming a single genome.
2. Pre-processing: run GRIMM-Synteny(G, C) [13] to produce non-overlapping
syntenic blocks in 2-D (blocks may overlap in 1-D). GRIMM-Synteny removes
all anchors within “small” blocks (smaller than C).
3. Construct an A-Bruijn graph: run A-Bruijn(g, B)—a simpler version of the
graph clean up routines detailed in [41]—on the remaining anchors, removing
whirls shorter than g and simple bulges shorter than B.
4. Output non-overlapping paths whose multiplicities are greater than one and
whose length are equal or greater than L. These are syntenic regions.
5. Post-processing: merge neighboring syntenic regions of same orientation interrupted only by short gaps into synteny blocks. Assign each synteny block
a unique ID.
We remark that since the constructed paths (syntenic regions) do not overlap
in the A-Bruijn graph, they also do not overlap in 1-D (both before and after the
post-processing step). As a result, AB-Synteny produces a number of synteny blocks
non-overlapping in 1-D and a representation of the given genome as a mosaic of these
blocks (each block may appear in multiple copies). In other words, an entire genome
is represented as a word over the alphabet of synteny blocks, which facilitates further
duplication and rearrangement studies.
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Table 3.1
Number of orthologous gene-pairs used by AB-Synteny to construct synteny blocks

human mouse

rat

dog chicken

# genes 31101 28157 27264 22602 15936
mouse

14917

rat

14257 16006

dog

14943 14517 13940

chicken

10990 10717 10304 10850

3.2. Data sets.
3.2.1. Vertebrate genomes.. As an illustration and a validation of the ABSynteny algorithm, we extracted and analyzed 714 gene pairs between human and
mouse X chromosomes from Ensembl database version 39. The gene pairs are described as “orthologs” by Ensembl. After highly repetitive gene pairs (present in
more than 10 copies) are removed (as they do not normally contribute to synteny
blocks but would instead increase noises), 606 gene pairs remain. The human X
chromosome has a total of 1360 genes and mouse X chromosome has 1267 genes.
We further constructed 5-way synteny blocks for human, mouse, rat, dog and
chicken genomes using all available pairwise orthologous (one-to-one) genes from Ensembl 44 (Table 3.1).
3.2.2. Plant genome.. We analyzed 5700 paralogous gene pairs in A. thaliana
from [34], selected from about 30503 A. thaliana genes. We compared our results to
the published A. thaliana duplicated blocks generally accepted by the plant research
community.
3.2.3. Simulated genomes with segmental duplications.. To construct a
simulated genome with duplications we started with a sequence of unique elements
(genes) and performed a number of segmental duplications over it. A segmental duplication over a sequence x1 , ..., xN is defined by three parameters: starting/ending
positions 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ N and a target position 1 ≤ t < p or t < q ≤ N, and results
in the sequence x1 , x2 , . . . , xt−1 , xp , xp+1 , . . . , xq , xt , xt+1 , . . . , xN . Each duplicated region then becomes subject to gene loss.
Procedure Simulate SEG generates a simulated genome with segmental duplications with the following parameters:
• N is the number of unique elements (e.g. genes) in the genome prior to any
duplication;
• n is the number of duplications performed;
• W is the maximum span of each duplication;
• R is the gene loss rate, i.e., the percentage of the duplicated elements (both
original and duplicated copies) to be deleted;
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• m is the total number of inversions performed within duplicated regions.
Simulate SEG(N, n, W, R, m)
1. Generate genome x1 ...xN , where xi 6= xj for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N .
2. Randomly select locations i, j (duplication breakpoints), and a width w,
such that 1 ≤ w ≤ W , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N and i < j or j + w ≤ i. Duplicate xj , xj+1 , ...xj+w−1 at location i. Repeat n times. Record all duplicated
regions.
3. Randomly delete k elements from duplicated regions, where
k = (R/100)∗total number of elements in the duplicated regions.
4. Perform m inversions at random breakpoints within duplicated regions.
The breakpoints of each duplication are recorded and tracked. As the duplication
breakpoints are randomly selected, some regions of the genome may be duplicated
multiple times. By performing inversions within duplicated regions, the duplication
breakpoints do not move and non-duplicated regions are not mixed with duplicated
regions. Since we know exactly where the duplicated regions are, we can compare
them to the duplicated regions recovered by the algorithm. Note that it is possible
that duplicated regions are beyond recognition in case of severe gene loss (when R is
large).
3.2.4. Simulated genomes with whole genome duplications.. As many
plants have undergone Whole Genome Duplication, we also simulated this process.
Procedure Simulate WGD generates a simulated genome with whole genome duplication with the following parameters:
• N is the number of unique elements (e.g. genes) in the genome prior to the
whole genome duplication;
• M is the total number of macro-inversions performed on the genome after a
WGD. Inversion breakpoints are randomly selected;
• m is the total number of micro-inversions performed on the genome with
randomly selected breakpoints subject to the constrain of a maximum span;
• w is the maximum inversion span of each micro-inversion;
• R is the gene loss rate, i.e., the percentage of the duplicated elements (both
original and duplicated copies) to be deleted.
Simulate WGD(N, M, m, w, R)
1. Generate genome x1 ...xN , x1 ...xN , where xi 6= xj for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N .
2. Perform M macro-inversions. Both breakpoints are randomly selected.
3. Perform m micro-inversions. For each micro-inversion, randomly select a
breakpoint i and a width d such that 1 ≤ d ≤ w; perform the inversion
between breakpoints i and i + d.
4. Randomly delete k elements from the genome, where
k = (R/100) ∗ 2N .
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By mapping all inversion breakpoints back to the genome (x1 ...xN ) prior to the
whole genome duplication, we may obtain all duplicated regions. After gene deletions,
however, some of the regions may be deleted entirely or have lost many of their genes
such that a pair of duplicated regions share few common genes (anchors).
4. Results.
4.1. Syntenic analysis of vertebrate genomes. We concatenated 1360 genes
from the human X chromosome and 1267 genes from the mouse X chromosome, forming a genome of 2627 genes.5 During concatenation, a number of elements (larger
than the gap threshold) were inserted between two chromosomes to prevent synteny
blocks from forming across boundaries of chromosomes or genomes. An A-Bruijn
graph was constructed on the concatenated genomes using the 606 gene pairs between human and mouse X chromosomes as gluing instructions. The A-Bruijn graph
has 906 vertices and 1636 edges. The graph was further simplified with the parameters g = 10, B = 20 and L = 4. The simplfied graph includes both forward and
inverted sequences. After all simplificiations, we extract the forward sequence, shown
in Fig. 1.1(d). Figs. 1.1(e) and 1.1(f) illustrate that the A-Bruijn graph is actually
equivalent to the breakpoint graph for analyzing rearrangement scenarios [14]. After
joining the neighboring synteny blocks of the same orientation, a total of 8 strips of
synteny blocks emerged between human and mouse X chromosomes 1.1(c), covering
85.64% of human and 89.72% of mouse X chromosomes. These synteny blocks are
similar to the published results [11] with small differences mainly caused by correcting fragment assembly errors in the latest versions of the human and mouse genomic
sequences. The GRIMM-Synteny results on this dataset are shown in 1.1(b). The
blocks from AB-Synteny and GRIMM-Synteny largely coincide.
For human-mouse-rat-dog-chicken, we did two sets of synteny block generations.
In the first set, we concatenated all 31101 human genes, 28157 mouse genes, 27264
rat genes, 22602 dog genes, and 15936 chicken genes into a single genome, and applied
AB-Synteny (G = 30, C = 3, g = 10, B = 20, L = 4) to the resulting genome using
total of 125347 available gene pairs (1-to-1 orthologs) between any two genomes as
gluing instructions. In the second set, we removed all genes that do not belong to any
gene pair, and concatenated the remaining 16196 human genes, 17196 mouse genes,
16464 rat genes, 15792 dog genes, and 10908 chicken genes into a single genome,
and applied AB-Synteny with the same parameters. The results are very similar and
we report the results from the second set. After the vertices with 1-in and 1-out
edges are merged, the A-Bruijn graph has 23228 vertices and 41833 edges. After the
simplification, 3564 vertices and 6814 edges remained. They resulted in 666 5-way
5 The previous analysis [45] revealed that adding nongenetic to genetic similarities hardly affects
the synteny blocks. We therefore limit our analysis to genes only rather than arbitrary regions of
similarity between multiple genomes.
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Table 4.1

5-way synteny blocks constructed by AB-Synteny and GRIMM-Synteny
Genome

AB-Synteny (666) GRIMM-Synteny (466) Shared coverage

length (Mb) length (Mb)

%

length (Mb)

%

length (Mb)

%

human

3080

2017

65.47

2091

67.90

1837

59.63

mouse

2644

1792

67.79

1810

68.45

1604

60.66

rat

2719

1884

69.30

1915

70.43

1692

62.24

dog

2445

1669

68.26

1776

72.62

1527

62.44

chicken

1032

790

76.52

790

76.57

702

68.03

synteny blocks. We also extracted 8735 5-way orthologous genes from the gene pairs
and applied GRIMM-Synteny(G = 100, C = 4), where G is the total gap threshold.
The results from the two algorithms are compared and listed in Table 4.1. The shared
coverage refers to regions of a genome that belong to synteny blocks reconstructed
by both algorithms. Fig. 4.1 compares the human-mouse X chromosome portion of
the 5-way synteny blocks to those synteny blocks derived from human-mouse data
alone as shown in Fig. 1.1(c). As expected, the 5-way blocks are shorter and more
fragmented.
GRIMM-Synteny requires k-way anchors when there are k species. Some of the
synteny blocks recovered by AB-Synteny but missed by GRIMM-Synteny are due to a
reduced number of k-way (5-way) anchors as the number of species increases. Fig. 4.2
illustrates such an example. The region is on chromosome 1 of the five species and it
consists of 13 genes from human, 9 genes from mouse, 9 genes from rat, 10 genes from
dog and 5 genes from chicken. There are three 5-way anchors, two 4-way anchors
and one 3-way anchor. Only the 5-way anchors can be used as inputs to GRIMMSynteny or any other algorithms that require k-way anchors for k genomes. Since the
number of such anchors is below the block threshold, the syntenic region is missed
by GRIMM-Synteny. On the other hand, AB-Synteny requires only pairwise anchors
between any two genomes. All six anchors therefore can be used as inputs. With
equivalent parameter settings, AB-Synteny is able to recover the block as a result of
more supporting anchors. This feature of AB-Synteny allows the algorithm to scale
more easily to a large number of genomes.
4.2. Duplication analysis of plant genome. We applied AB-Synteny (G =
20, C = 6, g = 10, B = 100, L = 4) to the Arabidopsis thaliana genome with 30503
genes and 5700 anchors (gene pairs). It generated 223 non-overlapping segments in
1-D, making up 103 synteny blocks. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 compare AB-Synteny results
with the synteny blocks from [34] and [5].6 Almost all our synteny blocks are inside
6 There is a discrepancy between the numbers reported here and those reported by [34] due to the
total number of genes considered. We used the Arabidopsis thaliana gene set released by NCBI on
9 June 2005 (and by TIGR 5.0), with 30503 genes, which includes more predicted genes than what
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x 10

13

Synteny blocks by AB−Synteny

Mouse X chromosome

15

10

5

0
0

5
10
15
Human X chromosome x 107

Fig. 4.1. Synteny blocks between human and mouse X chromosomes generated by ABSynteny. Colored diagonals are generated by using human and mouse data alone (same as
in Figure 1.1(c)). Black diagonals are the human-mouse part of the human-mouse-rat-dogchicken 5-way syntenic blocks.

blocks of Bowers et al., and about 2.66% of our blocks (covering 812 genes) are outside
blocks of Blanc et al.
To estimate the quality of a synteny block, we define two measures. First, we
define the anchor density of synteny block i as di = |A|/|B1 ∪ B2 |, where A is the
set of anchors contained in the synteny block, and B1 and B2 are the set of elements
in the two syntenic regions respectively. The anchor density of all synteny blocks is
P
defined as n1 ni=1 di , where n is the number of synteny blocks.
As a second measure, we define the anchor-synteny distance (dsi ) of synteny
block i between two species as follows. Let X1 , X2 be the starting and ending points
of synteny block i on the first species and Y1 , Y2 on the second species. Let ni be the
total number of anchors in this block. Let xk , yk be the center of the kth anchor in
the block (where the centers are computed by averaging the start and end coordinates
of the anchor within each species). Then
Pni
| k=1
(X2 − X1 )(Y1 − yk ) − (X1 − xk )(Y2 − Y1 )|
p
dsi =
.
(X2 − X1 )2 + (Y2 − Y1 )2
In other words, dsi is the sum of the signed distance from each anchor to its synteny
block represented as a diagonal line. The anchor-synteny distance of all synteny blocks
Pn
is simply i=1 dsi where n is the total number of synteny blocks.
While there is currently no objective criteria to evaluate the quality of synteny
block generation algorithms, the anchor density (while imperfect and biased in favor
of short synteny blocks) and anchor-synteny distance allow one to compare different
synteny block generation approaches.
was considered in [34]. Since the blocks reported by [34] contain only anchors, the size of each block
is determined by the number of genes it covers.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4.2. A region of chromosome 1 of five species that is recovered by AB-Synteny
but missed by GRIMM-Synteny due to the small number of 5-way anchors. (a) one-to-one
orthologous gene pairs from Ensembl database. (b) 5-way anchors input to GRIMM-Synteny:
the block is missed. (c) All available anchors are used by AB-Synteny: the block is recovered.

Fig. 4.3 shows several synteny blocks generated by AB-Synteny for the A. thaliana
genome. Notice that the blocks appearing in more than two copies (blue colored
blocks) are delineated from the 2-copy blocks (magenta blocks). The single red block
is one of the synteny blocks (referred to as chromosomal segment pairs) reported in
[34]. Careful inspection of the genomic segment shown in Fig. 4.3 reveals a large
gap of 499 genes in chromosome 3 (x axis) and a corresponding gap of 12 genes
in chromosome 4 (y axis). We therefore argue that the AB-Synteny representation
provides a more accurate view of the A. thaliana genomic architecture.
The last step in the synteny block generation algorithm in [34] combines adjacent
syntenic regions with opposite orientation and order that may be explained by local
inversions, although it is not clear which inversions are considered local. The separa-
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Table 4.2

Comparison of AB-Synteny results to published A. thaliana synteny blocks
# of Synteny
Methods

blocks

Coverage
# genes

%

Overlap in 1-D Anchor Anchor-synteny
# genes

%

density

distance

1. [34]

34

26034 85.35

5069

16.62

0.158

107.70

2. [5]

91

24370 79.89

7118

23.34

0.119

116.74

3. AB-Synteny

103

21862 71.67

0

0

0.193

84.07

Table 4.3

Synteny block coverage shared between methods in Table 4.2
Methods # genes

%

1&2

24089 78.97

1&3

21847 71.62

2&3

21050 69.01

tion of segments in such cases can partially explain the comparatively low coverage
of AB-Synteny as shown in Table 4.2.
There is partial agreement of our synteny blocks with those generated by LineUp
[35] (data not shown). While the syntenic regions reported by LineUp do in general
overlap with the regions generated by AB-Synteny, LineUp reports all statistically
significant syntenic regions without trying to define the boundaries of the regions.
As these regions overlap significantly, they cannot be used for reconstruction of rearrangement and duplication scenarios.
4

x 10

Gene−based synteny blocks

Arabidopsis (gene)

1.89
1.88
1.87
1.86
1.85
1.34

1.36

1.38
1.4
1.42
Arabidopsis (gene)

1.44
4
x 10

Fig. 4.3. A local view of synteny blocks of A. thaliana generated by AB-Synteny. Gene
pairs (anchors) are in green; the synteny block from [34] is a red box; and other colored
diagonals are synteny blocks generated by AB-Synteny: magenta: 2 copies, blue: 3 copies
(the extra copy is not shown).

4.3. AB-Synteny on simulated genomes. While AB-Synteny produces nonoverlapping synteny blocks in their 1-D representations, the purpose of simulation is to
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examine how well the algorithm recovers known (from simulation) duplicated regions
in a genome. The simulated genomes with segmental duplications are generated by
running Simulate SEG with following parameters:
N = 4000, n = 100, 200, W = 40, 60, 80, 100, R = 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, m = 50, 100, 150, 200

We applied AB-Synteny(., ., 10, 40, 4) without pre-processing (hence a . in place of
G and C) to the simulated genomes. In general, the duplicated portion of the genome
grows as n and W increase and as R decreases, and m has no effect as inversions only
happen within duplicated regions in the simulation. Fig. 4.4 shows the percentage
of the originally duplicated regions recovered by AB-Synteny (recovery rate) as a
function of the gene loss rate R. The recovery rate is defined as
i
i
i
| ∪ SAB
| − | ∪ SAB
\ ∪Sorig
|
,
i
| ∪ Sorig |
i
i
where SAB
are the sets of synteny blocks generated by AB-Synteny, Sorig
are the

original duplicated blocks, and the function |S| gives the size (the number of genes)
of a block or a union of blocks.
When the number of duplications is small, the duplicated regions contain a small
number of genes and the same number of inversions cause more disruption to the gene
order, making the duplication detection harder, resulting in a reduced recovery rate.
As W increases, the duplicated regions involve more and more genes, making the
detection of duplicated regions easier, thus increasing the recovery rate. The recovery
rate decreases obviously as the gene loss rate grows. The number of inversions within
duplicated regions does not seem to have an obvious effect on the recovery rate.
The performance of AB-Synteny on simulated genomes with segmental duplications is shown in Fig. 4.5. Fig. 4.5(a) shows the proportional size of true duplications
and false duplications identified by AB-Synteny, and Fig. 4.5(b) shows the recovery
rate (true positives) of AB-Synteny as a function of its false positives. The formulas
for these in terms of genome length N ′ are
i
i
i
| ∪ SAB
| − | ∪ SAB
\ ∪Sorig
|
′
N
i
i
| ∪ SAB
\ ∪Sorig
|
false duplications =
′
N
i
i
| ∪ SAB
\ ∪Sorig
|
recovery rate =
i
N ′ − | ∪ Sorig
|

true duplications =

The simulated genomes with whole genome duplication are generated by running
Simulate WGD with following parameters:

N = 4000; M = 50, 100, 150, 200; m = 0, 500;

w = 5; R = 0, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60

We applied AB-Synteny(., ., 10, 40, 3) without pre-processing to the simulated
genomes. Of all the originally recorded duplicated blocks in a simulated genome,
we discard a pair of duplicated blocks if they have only one anchor or if both blocks
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Duplicates recovered by AB−Synteny (%)

200 duplications
100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
30

m=50
m=100
m=150
m=200
w=40
w=60
w=80
w=100
35

40
45
50
Gene deletion rate (%)

55

60

Fig. 4.4. Recovery rate of duplicated regions by AB-Synteny on simulated genomes with
n = 200 segmental duplications. Colors represent various total numbers of inversions (m).
Line-styles represent various maximum spans of duplications (W ).
100
True positives by AB−Synteny (%)

Duplicates by AB−Synteny (%)

100

80

60

40

20

0
0

20
40
60
80
Original duplicates in genome (%)

100

80

60

40
15−31%
32−47%
48−63%
64−81%

20

0
0

20
40
60
80
False positives by AB−Synteny (%)

(a)

100

(b)

Fig. 4.5. On simulated genomes with segmental duplications: (a) True (blue color) and
false (magenta color) duplications as constructed by AB-Synteny. (b) True duplication recovery rate versus false duplication recovery rate by AB-Synteny. Colors represent the percentage
of the simulated genomes that are originally duplicated.

have fewer than three genes. The remaining blocks are considered as real duplicated
blocks. They do not, however, necessarily represent recoverable duplications.
The block recovery rate of AB-Synteny is defined as

Nab
Norig

where Nab is the number

of real duplicated blocks covered by AB-Synteny blocks, and Norig is the total number
of real duplicated blocks. A block is covered by another block if they overlap by at
least two genes. The block recovery rate of AB-Synteny on the simulated genomes
with WGD are shown in Fig. 4.6 as a function of gene loss rate R. At gene loss rate
R, two duplicated regions are expected to share

(100−R)2
100

percent of their genes.

5. Discussion. The uniqueness of our new synteny block generation algorithm
AB-Synteny stems from the fact that it produces synteny blocks that do not overlap
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WGD simulation with m = 0 micro−inversions

WGD simulation with m = 500 micro−inversions
1
AB−Synteny block recovery rate

AB−Synteny block recovery rate

1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5
0

M=50
M=100
M=150
M=200
10

20
30
40
Gene deletion rate (%)

(a)

50

60

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5
0

M=50
M=100
M=150
M=200
10

20
30
40
Gene deletion rate (%)

50

60

(b)

Fig. 4.6. Block recovery rate of duplicated regions by AB-Synteny as a function of gene
loss rate (R) on simulated genomes with WGD. Colors represent various numbers of macroinversions (M ). (a) Without micro-inversion (b) 500 micro-inversions.

in 1-D representations. None of the conventional synteny block generation algorithms
have this property, which is essential for further analysis of the synteny blocks to
study rearrangement and duplication history.
AB-Synteny can also be used for generation of synteny blocks across multiple
genomes. Given k genomes, one simply concatenates them into a single genome. If
there are no duplications in the original genomes, then the edges with multiplicity k
in the A-Bruijn graph correspond to synteny blocks shared by all k genomes.
Even though we treat synteny block generation for a single genome and for multiple genomes as the same problem, we remark that the alignment anchors in the two
cases have different characteristics. Inside the underlying synteny blocks, alignment
anchors across multiple genomes are usually better preserved than within a single
genome. Since genes are often deleted or diverged over time such that the similarity
is beyond recognition after duplication events, some of the underlying duplicated regions may not share many alignment anchors, making it difficult to detect the true
extent of duplications.
Our AB-Synteny algorithm constructs A-Bruijn graphs using the the RepeatGluer
code initially developed for repeat classification and DNA fragment assembly. Extending RepeatGluer to new research domains typically requires new application-specific
algorithmic developments (e.g., constructing A-Bruijn graphs in mass spectrometry
applications [44]). Similarly, the synteny block reconstruction may benefit from the
modifications of the A-Bruijn graph approach that take into account the specific
challenges of analyzing large highly duplicated genomes. We found that while most
RepeatGluer steps (e.g., bulge removal) work well for synteny block generation, some
steps need to be further optimized for the new application domain. In particular, we
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found that the threading heuristic from [41] (which worked well for fragment assembly) may lead to suboptimal results in synteny block reconstruction. Optimizing the
A-Bruijn graph approach for synteny block generation represents the next challenge
in analyzing the genomic architecture of the quickly increasing set of mammalian and
plant genomes that are being sequenced using next generation sequencing technologies.
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